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Appendix A—The Inquiry-based Environment

To effectively foster critical thinking in an inquiry-based environment, Mary Cowhey (Black Ants and Bud-
dhists, 2006) believes that questioning strategies are key.  “My students and I didn’t know the answers to all 
these questions ... we planned to keep searching and asking.  On the way to fi nding answers, we knew we 
would fi nd more questions.” (12)  She also uses questioning strategies to challenge assumptions and stere-
otypes.  “Teaching critically listens to and affi rms a minority voice that challenges the status quo.  Instead of 
forcing assimilation and acceptance of dominant culture, it reexamines cultural assumptions and values and 
considers their larger ramifi cations.” (13)

Taking time at the beginning of the year (semester) to establish routines and structures will all but eliminate 
frustration later in the semester when students are challenged by new situations and problems.  Structure and 
routine will allow those “teachable moments” to have much more impact and will allow students to direct 
their own learning more independently.  The collaborative establishment of expectations for discussion and 
activities will provide students and teachers with the confi dence to address sensitive issues and challenge opin-
ions in a postive and engaging manner.

The following guidelines for creating a safe, inquiry-based discussion environment are provided as suggestions 
to be used at the beginning of the year (semester).  Teachers should be comfortable with the approach they 
choose and be prepared to adapt and modify their choices based on the needs and strengths of their students.

Suggested approaches:

• Students generate a list of 5 guidelines that they are prepared to adhere to during open discussions.

• Engage students in a constructivist activity to build a consensus for guidelines.

• Use a pre-prepared lesson plan on community or team building attitude in the classroom.

• Provide students with a sample case study/scenario that will elicit emotional responses to a potentially sen-
sitive or controversial issue.

Expectations:

• Use of names – when refering to other people, students should be encourgaed to use non-specifi c names 
or titles (e.g., not saying “my sister Joan”)  to respect privacy.

• Using class time for therapy – students should be encouraged to refl ect personally, to demonstrate a con-
nection with an idea, activity or issue, without divulging information that compromises privacy.

• Use of vernacular language – students should choose words which refl ect an open dialogue and avoid us-
ing words that infl ame emotions.

• Recognizing emotional responses – when discussing issues which may elicit emotional responses, students 
should practice respectful discussion strategies: taking turns to speak, responding non-verbally, using a 
Nerf ball, using rephrasing techniques effectively, etc.
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Appendix B—Models for Critical Refl ection

Anticipation/Reaction Guide

This strategy is used before the instruction on new 
information begins.  Given a list of statement, stu-
dents make predictions based upon prior knowledge 
and evaluate those predictions after exposure to new 
information.  The purpose of this strategy is twofold:

• activate and evaluate prior knowledge;
• create a state of curiosity/anticipation or to set 

the stage for the learning to come.

Procedure:

1. Generate a list of 4-8 statements related to your 
topic of study.  Place these on an Anticipa-
tion/Reaction Guide. This can be in list or table 
format.

2. Provide each student with a copy of your guide.

3. Prior to introducing new information, engage 
students by having them write whether or not 
they AGREE or DISAGREE with the statements 
listed on the guide.

4. Teach your lesson content or facilitate classroom 
activity.

5. After the new content has been taught, have stu-
dents react to the new information by respond-
ing again to the statements on the Anticipation/
Reaction Guide.

6. Discuss why their before and after answers are 
different.  What did students learn that caused 
them to change their answers? This can be done 
in pairs, groups, or as a whole class activity. Stu-
dents could use their thoughts on this as journal-
writing material. 

Journal Responses

Journals are often thought of as someone’s personal 
thoughts written in an elegant, leather-bound book. 
While academic or classroom journals do contain 
the students’ personal thoughts and feelings and as 
such, must be treated as confi dential, these journals 
provide students with the opportunity to refl ect and 
process new information or to share their under-
standing (or lack of ) with the teacher.  Journal 
entries can also be used to cause students to relate 
personally to a topic before instruction begins.

The greatest benefi t to the teacher is the ability to 
gain insight on the students’ thinking process as well 
as their understanding about the topics/concepts 
being addressed in the classroom.  As such it provides 
an excellent opportunity to engage in Assessment 
FOR Learning.   Through reviewing the students’ 
journals, the teacher is able to ascertain what is caus-
ing problems for students, what they fi nd exciting 
and interesting, any misconceptions they have, etc.

For the student, journaling provides many benefi ts. 
Students may use a journal repsonse to process new 
information.  Processing occurs when students refl ect 
on specifi c questions that are posed to them and by 
them; refelction helps students to clarify their think-
ing about what they have learned as well as to con-
nect it to what they already know (all in a positive 
learning environment that is free of fear of criticism). 
In addition, journaling provides students with the 
opportunity to refl ect on their personal values and 
goals, to engage in metacognition, and to chronicle 
their academic growth by revisitng past entries.  

One of the key aims of the Ethics & Philosophy course is to engage students in thinking about their own 
learning (i.e., metacognition).  The following suggested models and strategies may be benefi cial in helping 
students meet outcomes associated with critical thinking and refelction. 

“Critical thinking refers not only to the assessment of arguments … but also to the diligent and skillful use of 
reason on matters of moral/social importance – on personal decision making, conduct and belief.  By including 
its application to personal belief and decision making, we extend critical thinking to every domain of human 
interest.” (Noddings, 2006, p. 4)
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Journal responses can take a variety of forms: free 
writing, creative writing (songs, poetry, drama, 
stories, etc.), persuasive or explanatory writing, draw-
ing (with an artist's statement) or collecting relevant 
material (photos, drawings, poetry, stories, signs, 
objects, etc.).  For more detail on the benefi ts of jour-
naling, refer to the work of Kathy Yorks (http://www.
accessexcellence.org/MTC/96PT/Share/yorks.html). 

Considerations for Implementation:

 Use of Instructional Time. Limit journaling activ-
ity to 5 to 10 minutes per class or incorporate 
into other activities such as “write-pair-share”. 
Engage in shorter blocks of journaling through-
out the lesson (e.g., think about the question/
prompt for 30 – 45 seconds and respond for 2 
minutes and repeat several times during the les-
son).

 Confi dentiality.  Students’ thoughts and opin-
ions, when expressed in a journal, must be kept 
confi dential. Students should be provided with 
the option to fold over and staple any entry 
they feel is too personal to share (even with the 
teacher).

 Assessment.  Journals should NOT be assessed to-
wards the student’s mark in the course. Teachers 
may opt to include “completion of journal activi-
ties” as an assessment item but not grade indi-
vidual entries.  Student journals provide teachers 
with an excellent Assessment for Learning tool. 
As the teacher reads the entry, it is important 
to provide positive feedback, to nudge students’ 
thinking a bit further, to question, to teach or to 
re-teach.  Where journal entries indicate a lack 
of understanding, the teacher should indicate 
that they are “off track” and that this will be ad-
dressed in class.

Implementing Journals:

• Ensure students understand why journaling is 
important to their learning process and that they 
will not be graded in the traditional manner. 

• Clarify that the journals and the entries are 
confi dential.  Students may fold over and staple 
any entry that they do not want the teacher to 

read.  Students can opt to include journal entries 
in their portfolio.

• Refrain from simply asking students to make an 
entry in their journals.  Assign specifi c activities 
or prompts to ensure students’ journals are the 
most effective. Examples:

1.  Summarize the main points of the lesson.  
This can be done in wrting, in a graphic 
organizer, in a drawing or concept map or 
other representation.

2. Before a lesson starts, ask students to write 
what they already know or believe about 
the topic. After the lesson(s) is taught, as 
students to revisit what they originally wrote 
and make any changes they feel necessary to 
refl ect their current understanding, beliefs, 
etc.

3. Restate a concept or defi nition in your own 
words.

4. Write a question about what they have 
learned so far.

5. How do you feel about the topic? How do 
you think your best friend/parent/etc. would 
feel about the topic?

6. Explain how the new topic relates to a topic 
already discussed in class.

For more ideas of how to use journals at the begin-
ning, middle, and end of a lesson check out the sug-
gestions at http://712educators.about.com/cs/writin-
gresources/l/bljrnlacademic.htm.

The “What? So What? Now What?” 
Model

This is a three-phase model to promote refl ection in 
learners and can be used as a journaling activity.  As 
with any journaling activity, refl ection is an essential 
component of new learning; some learning theorists 
believe that we do not learn from doing – rather we 
learn from thinking about what we do (i.e., making 
connections with what we already know). 
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The “What” phase: 

o This relates to the substance of the activity, pres-
entation, or event.

o While it leads naturally to interpretation, in this 
phase the learner should objectively report on 
what happened, what was presented, what was 
observed, etc.(i.e., just the facts, no interpreta-
tion; describing in detail what they experienced or 
observed).

o Questions that can be used to guide learners in-
clude: What happened?  What did we do?  What 
problem did we address/solve?  What did you ob-
serve?  What were the results of the event?  What 
were the speaker’s main points? 

The “So What” phase:

o In this phase, the learner analyzes the event/pres-
entation/activity to assess what it means to them, 
why it is important to them, or how they feel 
about what has been presented/observed.

o This is the true refl ective part of the activity and 
may be diffi cult for some learners as it requires 
that they discuss their feelings as related to the 
event/information they have experienced.

o Questions that can be used to assist learners with 
this phase are: What did you learn?  How did 
what you learned affect you personally?  What 
“lesson” can you take away from the activity/
presentation/information?  How was what you 
learned (or experienced) different from what you 
expected? C an you relate this information to 
events/experiences in your “real life”?  Are there 
any contradictions to what you previously be-
lieved about the issue? 

The “Now What” phase:

o This is the process of taking lessons learned (or 
insights gained) and looking at how your attitude/
view/understanding/etc. has changed as a result of 
the new information and how you might want to 
change as a result.

o During this phase, the learner is encouraged to 
consider the broader implications of what they 
have learned, to consider the future, etc.  Depend-
ing on the activity/presentation/event, learners 
could be encouraged to identify goals or changes 
they might want to make in their live to align 
with what they have learned.

o Questions that can be used to guide this phase in-
clude: How can we use what we learned to make 
a difference in the future?  How are you contrib-
uting to the problem?  What can you do to help 
address the problem?  What factors will support/
hinder you from reaching your goals or to incor-
porate changes in your life?  What can I do to be 
part of the solution?  What appears to be the root 
cause of the problem/issue?  Are there community 
actions/activities in which I can become involved? 
What would you like to learn more about, related 
to this topic/issue?  What information can you 
share with your community or peers that might 
make a difference?

While this can be used solely as a journaling activity, 
it can also be incorporated into small group or whole 
class discussions.  For example, after a presentation 
or signifi cant piece of information has been discussed 
in class, individuals could engage in the “What?–So 
What?–Now What?” activity. 

• After they have completed the “What?” section, 
teachers could have student share their main 
points with a partner (see “Two Minute Review 
below). 

• After the “So What?” phase, students could be 
asked to share their insights with a partner (see 
“Think-Pair-Share” below). 

• After the “Now What?” phase, students could be 
invited to share their thoughts/insights/etc with 
the class.  (Note: students should not be required 
to share at this stage, as this portion of the 
activity will be deeply personal.)  Alternatively, 
students could be asked to share something their 
partner said that they found interesting or which 
they had not thought of before.
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Writing Frames

Writing Frames can provide a structured format in which students can refl ect on a reading selection, a viewing 
activity or a presentation.  There are a wide variety of writing frames; six suggestions are provided below.

A: Frames to help students summarize a 
story or retell an event

Students sometimes need assistance with organizing 
a summary of something they have read or providing 
a logical sequence to the recounting of an event.  The 
following sample frames may be helpful:

Example 1:

• Although I already knew that ...

• I have learned some new facts (from our trip/
from watching this video) ...

• I also learned that ...

• Another fact I learned ...

• However, the most important/interest-
ing thing I learned was ...

• Or, fi nally, I learned that ...

Example 2:

• I found ______________ interesting for several 
reasons ...

• I discovered that ...

• I also learned that ...

• It was interesting that ...

• Finally ...

• As you can see ...

Example 3:

• To begin with ...

• Next ...

• Then ...

• After that ...

• Finally ...

• Now ...

B: Explanation Frames

Explanations are written to explain the process or to 
explain how something works.  They are often used 

in social studies, and science.  An explanation usually 
consists of a general statement to introduce the topic 
and a series of logical steps explaining how or why 
something occurs.

Example 1: Problem/Solution

• I want to explain why...

• There are several reasons for this. The chief 
is ...

• Another reason is ...

• A further reason is ...

• So now you can see why ...

Example 2: Cause/Effect

• There are differing explanations as to why (how, 
what, when) ...

• One explanation is that ...

• The evidence for this is ...

• An alternative explanation is ...

• The explanation is based on ...

• Of the alternative 
explanations, I think the 
most likely is...

C: Procedure/Sequence Frame

Procedures or instructions are written to describe 
how something is done through a series of sequenced 
steps.  A procedural text usually consists of a state-
ment of what is to be achieved, a list of materi-
als/equipment needed to achieve the goal, a series 
of sequenced steps to achieve the goal, and often a 
diagram or illustration.

Example 1:

• I want to explain how ...

• To begin with/It starts by ...

• and this makes/means/changes ...

• After that ...
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• and as a result ...

• Next ...

• Then ...

• The fi nal result is 
that the ...

D: Report Frame

Reports are written to describe the way things are. 
A report usually consists of an opening or general 
classifi cation, an optional, more technical classifi ca-
tion (optional), and a description of the phenomena 
(qualities, parts and their functions, and habits/be-
haviors or uses).

Example 1: Compare/Contrast (a more complex 
version of the Report Frame)

Write the names of the objects being compared/con-
trasted in columns A and B. List the characteristics 
being studied in the left hand column. Use a grid to 
record information prior to writing.

CHARACTERISTICS A B

SOCCER FOOTBALL

players

rules

ball

gear

Example 2: Comparison Frame

• Although ... and ... are different ... they are alike 
in some interesting ways.

• For example they both ...

• They are also similar in ...

• The ... is the same as ...

• The ... resembles ...

• Finally they both ...

Example 3: Contrast Frame

• Although ... and ... are both ... they are different 
in many ways. The ... has ...

• Another way in which they differ is ...

• Finally ...

(Using a Venn Diagram can be helpful in this exercise.)

E: Opinion Frames 

Essays and paragraphs are sometimes written to 
present arguments and information from differing 
viewpoints.  Such a piece of writing usually consists 
of

o a statement of the issue and a preview of the main 
arguments (e.g., Our school is trying to decide 
whether to have uniforms. Some students think 
that uniforms would improve school spirit and 
help improve academic achievement, while other 
students argue the opposite ...)

o arguments for and supporting evidence (e.g., 
Many private schools have uniforms and they 
have great school spirit ...)

o arguments against and supporting evidence (e.g., 
Many students feel very strongly that uniforms 
deny them their individuality ...)

o recommendation given as a summary and con-
clusion (e.g., One group wants ... While another 
group wants ... I think ...)

Note: This simple type of opinion paper leads natu-
rally to the writing of argumentation, a form increas-
ingly used as students go through high school. It is a 
form of writing that is also a natural extension of oral 
debate and discussion.

Example: 1

• There is a lot of discussion about whether ...

• The people who agree with this idea, such 
as____claim that____They also agree that

• A further point they make is ...

• However, there are also strong ar-
guments against this point of view 
believe that ...

• They say that ...

• Furthermore they claim that ...

• After looking at the differ-
ent points of view and the 
evidence for them, I think 
... because ...
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Students could make notes using the following 
format:

The issue we are discussing is whether

...

...

Arguments for   Arguments against

...   ...

...   ...

My conclusion, based on the evidence ...  [OR]

After looking at all the arguments, I think ...

F: Persuasion Frame

Persuasive writing takes many forms from commer-
cials and slogans to petitions and editorials.  The pri-
mary purpose is to infl uence and change opinion or 
to promote a particular point of view or argument, 
unlike an opinion paper which considers alternative 
points of view.  A piece of persuasive writing (essay) 
usually consists of an opening statement (the thesis), 
often in the form of a position, the arguments, often 
in the form of points and elaboration, and a sum-
mary and restatement of the opening position.

Example 1:

• Although not everybody would agree, I want to 
argue that ...

• I have several reasons for arguing this point 
of view.

• My fi rst reason is ...

• A further reason is ...

• Furthermore ...

• Therefore, although some 
people might argue that ...

• I think I have shown that 
...

Example 2:

• I think that ... because ...

• The reasons for my thinking this are, fi rstly 
... so ...

• Another reason is ...

• Moreover ... because ...

• These (facts/arguments/ideas) 
show that ...
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Appendix C— Sample Rubrics

Sample Rubric for Open Journal Responses

Option – ask students to choose a journal to have evaluated but teachers do record that ALL journals are com-
plete but don’t mark every single entry.

Open Journal responses can include:

• Free write
• Persuasive/opinion writing
• Collage or media collection (with an artist’s statement)
• Drawing (sketch, cartoon, graffi ti, etc.), with an artist’s statement (less than 100 words)
• List of questions

Rubric level descriptors:
 Absolutely, 5; For the most part, 4; Sometimes, 3; Not so much, 2; Hardly, if at all, 1

Journal Response:
Student: Level Achieved

Lo
ok

in
g 

in • Thoughtfully considers the topic and connects to self

• Demonstrates some original thought; insightful

• Refl ects on implications of their own response; shows some realization

Lo
ok

in
g 

ou
t

• Extends on the ideas expressed

• Connects to world or text (movie, book, music, art etc.) 

• Demonstrates clarity and explanation of argument

• Uses relevant examples and evidence

Teacher Feedback:
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Sample Rubric for Small Group Presentation

• holistic: all students in the group receive the same feedback
• generic; teachers may want to add specifi c categories depending on the type of presentation

Rubric level descriptors:
 Always, 5; Frequently, 4; Sometimes, 3; Infrequently, 2; Rarely, 1

Group:

Date:

Level 
Achieved

CONTENT

The presentation shows evidence of research and primary source material.

Statistical data is accurate and relevant.

Focus of the presentation is clear and thoughtful.

Ideas/arguments are well-developed and organized.

DELIVERY

Presenters appear interested, motivated and confi dent.

Presenters are able to respond to questions and observations from the audience.

Presenters demonstrate a high level of preparedness.

Presenters are easily heard and understood.

TEAMWORK

Members of the group collaborated to share and develop ideas.

Members of the group divided tasks and managed problems to achieve their goal.

Members of the group were self-directed and sought out resources (teacher, peers, experts, etc.) 
to aid in their presentation.

IMPACT

The presentation raised or challenged the audience’s level of awareness.

The presentation elicited questions or responses from the audience.

Members of the group demonstrated a high level of engagement with their topic/issue (i.e., 
felt that they learned from the experience).

Teacher Feedback:
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Sample Rubric for Small Group Collaboration

• teacher’s observation of individual students working in a group; 
• could be modifi ed to use for peer assessment; 
• could be modifi ed into a class chart to complete whole class observation

Rubric level descriptors:
 Always, 5; Frequently, 4; Sometimes, 3; Infrequently, 2; Rarely, 1

Group:

Date:

Students

#1 #2 #3 #4

Recognizes need for contributions to facilitate discussion and contributes to 
sustaining the talk.
Asks timely questions for elaboration and responds to requests for elaborations

Expresses viewpoints clearly and with conviction to elaborate views

Listens attentively; grasps essential information and details

Teacher feedback:
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Sample Rubric for Self-Assessment

• participation and contributions to discussion activity

Rubric level descriptors:
 Absolutely, 5; For the most part, 4; Sometimes, 3; Not so much, 2; Hardly, if at all, 1

Name: Level
I contribute to keeping the discussion going.
Explanation or example:

I invite others to contribute to the discussion.
Explanation or example:

I ask questions for clarifi cation and I offer further information to explain my views.
Explanation or example:

I willingly express my viewpoint and explain my thinking as required.
Explanation or example:

I listen carefully in order to get a full understanding of the views of others.
Explanation or example:

Describe some of the ways you think you contribute to your group/class discussion:

Describe some areas you think you can improve on:

Teacher Feedback:
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Appendix D — Cooperative Learning Strategies

The following brain friendly teaching/learning strategies are drawn from Cooperative Learning structures. 
While simply using the following structures does not constitute a true “cooperative learning” approach, 
these structures provide students with the opportunity to become actively engaged in their learning as well as 
providing opportunity for group processing of the subject matter. For more information on the Cooperative 
Learning approach as well as on these and other cooperative learning activities refer to the following websites 
(available at time of printing): http://www.utexas.edu/academic/diia/research/projects/hewlett/cooperative.
php or http://edtech.kennesaw.edu/intech/cooperativelearning.htm

Quiz-Quiz-Trade

This activity is often used after several lessons have 
been covered or at the end of a topic or unit to re-
view what has been covered in class.  Questions and 
answers, based on the information from the lessons, 
are written on index cards or pieces of paper. 

Preparation:  To set this up, the teacher has to create 
a set of question and answer cards on the material 
that was covered. (Alternatively, students can create 
the cards).  You need at least one of these cards per 
student.  It’s good to have extras.  Early on in a unit, 
you may need to make duplicate cards to ensure each 
student has a card.

Process:  This is a partner activity and requires stu-
dents move around the classroom. (See Think-Pair-
Share for cues to help students decide who goes fi rst).

To start the Quiz Quiz Trade, hand out one card to 
each student, so that each student has a question 
and the answer. Then ask all students to stand up 
and partner with another student.  In each pair:

• QUIZ:  Student #1 quizzes Student #2.  If 
Student #2 answers correctly, Student #1 
gives positive feedback.  If Student #2 answers 
incorrectly, Student #1 says “It’s okay” and 
provides the correct answer.  

• QUIZ:  Then Student #2 quizzes Student #1.  

• TRADE:  After they both quiz each other with 
their questions, they switch/trade their ques-
tions and go on to pair up with someone else. 
This process is repeated at least 5 times and 
then students return to their places.

The Cocktail Party

This is a modifi cation of the Quiz-Quiz-Trade 
activity. It is used as a pre-instructional strategy to 
familiarize students with the upcoming content.

Preparation:  To set this up, the teacher has to create 
a set of question and answer cards on the material 
that will be covered.

Process:  Students are provided with the question/an-
swer cards before they have covered the material in 
class. 

They pair up as in the Quiz-Quiz-Trade activity 
and each student takes a turn providing their part-
ner with the information contained on the card 
(i.e., the content on the card provides the “small 
talk” that takes place in a party setting).

After each partner has shared their information, 
they trade cards and partner with someone else.  
The “small talk” continues for a preset amount of 
time or until all students have heard and/or read 
most of the cards.

At this point the teacher can retrieve the cards or 
leave them with the students so they can use the 
information in the lesson.  For example, as the 
teacher is teaching the lesson, using preplanned 
questions she can solicit the information from stu-
dents that is contained on the cards.  In this way, 
the students play a more active role in the process.
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Think-Pair-Share

This is a very straight forward strategy that allows 
students to engage in individual and small-group 
thinking before they are asked to answer questions 
in front of the whole class.  The result is that student 
answers are more detailed and accurate.

The Think-Pair-Share strategy can be used:

• before the topic is introduced to assess how 
much students already know, 

• to remind students of material already covered,
• or to get students thinking about the topic.

T-P-S can also be used at anytime to check for 
understanding, to break up long periods of sustained 
activity, or whenever it is helpful to share ideas.

Process:

1. The teacher poses a question to students and 
gives them some time to independently think of 
their answer (usually 30 to 60 seconds).

2. After students have had time to think of their 
answer, they partner with a nearby student and 
discuss their responses or ideas to the questions 
or problem that was posed.

3. During the discussion, students have chance 
to verbalize their understanding, confi rm what 
they understand, or determine what they do not 
understand.

4. There are three variations to this procedure:
• the teacher may set time limits for each stu-

dent to talk while the partner listens;
• the teacher may have students write their 

thoughts down before they discuss with their 
partner (these can be collected);

• the teacher can assign or vary partners to 
keep students from interacting with the 
same students or to ensure all students ex-
cluded by their peers.

5.   After students have discussed their thoughts/ideas 
with their partner, they can be asked to share 
with the whole class.  Students could also be 
asked to share something interesting that their 
partner said that increased their understanding 
or appreciation of the topic/issue.

Tip: To ensure little time is lost as students decide who 
will begin the sharing, the teacher can use a variety of 
cues to help them decide.  For example the teacher could 
say: “the tallest person will start”, “the person with the 
most/least jewelry on will start”, “the person with the 
longest/shortest hair will start”, “the youngest/oldest 
person will start”, etc.

For more information on how this strategy can be 
modifi ed and implemented in a variety of subject 
areas, refer to http://olc.spsd.sk.ca/DE/PD/instr/
strats/think/. 

Two-minute Review

This is a variation of the Think-Pair-Share strategy 
and provides students opportunity to process new 
information.

Process:  To use this approach, stop any time dur-
ing a lecture or discussion and allow teams or pairs 
three minutes to review what has been said with their 
group.  

Partner approach:  Teachers could set this up by 
saying “turn to the student next to you; each of 
you take 1 minute to review what we just discussed 
for the past 10 minutes; assume your partner was 
out of the room and missed what we talked about 
(or wrote notes on); summarize the information; 
your partner will listen to you and when it is their 
turn they will also summarize, including anything 
you left out; I’ll announce when 1 minute has 
passed and when to switch”.  (See Think-Pair-Share 
for cues to help students decide who goes fi rst).

Small group approach:  Another way to use this 
method is to arrange students in groups of 3 or 4. 
When the two-minute (or three for groups of 3) 
review starts, group members can ask a clarifying 
question to the other members or answer ques-
tions of others. (e.g., after discussing a multiple 
step process like the water cycle, students can form 
teams and review the process or ask clarifying ques-
tions.)
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Numbered Heads

Process:

• The teacher assigns student to a team of four.

• Each member of the team is given a number of 
1 through 4.  The team is given a question to 
answer.

• The team works together to answer the question 
ensuring that all members of the team know the 
answer and can verbally answer the question.

• The teacher calls out a number (e.g., “number 
three”) and each student with #3 is required to 
give the answer.  The teacher can vary which 
“number” answers from each group.

Inside-Outside Circle

In this Cooperative Learning activity students are 
divided into two groups. One group (minimum 3 
students) forms an inside circle and the second group 
forms a circle around them (the outside circle). The 
strategy is used to encourage discussion between the 
students.

Process:

• The teacher poses a question, which the students 
are to discuss, brainstorm about, etc.

• Students think about how they will respond to 
the question and then the person on the inside 
of the circle tells the person on the outside of the 
circle their response.  Once they fi nish sharing 
they say “Pass”.  Then the person on the outside 
shares their ideas, or extends the inside person’s 
comments.

• Then (at the teacher’s direction) the outside 
circle rotates one position to the left or right.  In 
this way the students will have a new person to 
discuss the same (or a different) question with. 

K-W-L Chart

This method can be used to introduce a topic, ascer-
tain what students’ already know about a topic, or to 
activate students' prior knowledge, etc.

This can be used as a whole class activity (i.e., with 
the teacher or student recording what the students 
volunteer in a chart on the board) or individually as 
students complete the chart themselves.

Process:  Either draw the following chart on the 
board, ask students to create the chart in their note-
books, or print a copy for students to use:

K W L
WHAT I ALREADY 
KNOW ABOUT THE 
TOPIC

WHAT I WANT TO 
KNOW (OR WON-
DER ABOUT) THE 

TOPIC

WHAT I LEARNED 
ABOUT THE TOPIC

• To activate students’ prior knowledge, begin by 
asking them what they already Know about the 
topic and list it in the appropriate column.  This 
can be followed by having students share what 
they Know with the class or with a partner.

• To create interest or anticipation in the new 
topic, then have them identify questions they 
have on the topic, items they would like clari-
fi ed, etc. (i.e., Want to know)

• After the topic has been discussed/completed, 
students return to the chart and record what 
they have Learned and compare this with the 
other two columns; did they learn anything new?  
Were their questions answered?

This strategy works best for research projects and 
for activities where students will be reading on their 
own.  It is also a good strategy to use to introduce a 
topic.
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Jigsaw

This strategy promotes sharing and understanding of 
ideas and concepts found in texts. 

Preparation:  In this strategy the teacher divides a 
project, piece of reading (e.g., an article), or other 
activity, into 3 to 5 parts.

Process:  Arrange students in groups of 3 to 5 de-
pending on the class size and the project they are 
undertaking.  This is their Home Group.  Some 
groups may have duplicate numbers if there is an un-
even number of students in the class.  Each student 
in each Home group is assigned a number: 1, 2, 3, 
4, or 5.  

Expert Group work:  Reorganize the students with 
the same number reassemble into Expert Groups.  
The students gather in their Expert Groups to 
process or read selections specifi c to the assigned 
topic.  Students are to read, recall, reread, take 
notes, construct graphic organizers for the main 
ideas and details, and create any visuals they could 
use to teach others about the topic.  The members 
of the Expert Group work to become “experts” on 
that topic/aspect. 

• For example, if an article had four main sec-
tions, home groups of 4 would be created.  
Each member of the group would be assigned 
a section of the article corresponding to their 
number.  Expert groups are formed in which 
all members will read the section, discuss it, 
ensure they all understand it, create notes, 
examples, etc. to ensure they understand it 
completely.  The time devoted to this will 
depend on the diffi culty and complexity of 
the article.

Reporting to the Home Group:  After the expert 
group members have read, summarized, and have 
a complete understanding of the information, they 
return to their Home Group.  The #1 Experts 
teach the Home Group about the topic/section 
they were assigned; then #2, #3, #4, etc, Experts 
teach the group about the topics they were as-
signed.

After all the “experts” have fi nished teaching the 
group, the home group will have all the detail and 
information on the topic as if they had completed 
the assignment individually.

Refer to http://www.jigsaw.org/steps.htm or http://
olc.spsd.sk.ca/DE/PD/instr/strats/jigsaw/ for more 
information on how to make the most effective use 
of this strategy.

Three-Step Interview

Three-step interviews can be used as an introductory 
activity or as a strategy to explore concepts in depth. 
It is a strategy that is very effective when students are 
solving problems that have no specifi c right answers.  

This strategy helps students personalize their learning 
and listen to and appreciate the ideas and thinking 
of others.  The “interviewer” has to engage in active 
listening and then paraphrase the comments of the 
“interviewee”. 

Process: 

1. In step one the teacher presents an issue or topic 
about which varying opinions exist and poses 
several questions for the class to address.  

2. Step two, one of the students assumes the role 
of the interviewer and the other becomes the 
interviewee.  The interviewer asks questions of 
the interviewee to elicit their views or ideas on 
the issue/topic, within a specifi ed time period. 
The interviewer paraphrases the key points and 
signifi cant details that arise.

3. Step three, after the fi rst interview has been com-
pleted, the students’ roles are switched.  

• Example: after viewing a video on an environ-
mental issue, interviews can be conducted to 
elicit student understanding or views.

• Example: after reading about or discussing a 
concept or issue, students could engage in the 
interview process to clarify their understand-
ing. 
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Extension: Each pair of students can team up with 
another pair to discuss each other’s ideas and to share 
interesting points that were raised.

After each student has had a turn, the pairs can be 
invited to share points that they found interesting 
with the class.  After all interviews have been done, 
the class writes a summary report of the interview re-
sults.  This could be done individually or as a whole 
group activity.

Roundtable

 The Roundtable is a useful strategy for brainstorm-
ing, reviewing, or practicing a skill.

Process:

• Students are arranged in a group of 4 to 6.  Each 
group is provided with a single sheet of paper 
and pen.  The teacher poses a question or pro-
vides a starting point.

• Students take turns responding to the question 
or problem by stating their ideas aloud as they 
write them on the paper.  It is important that the 
ideas be vocalized for several reasons: 

 silence in a setting like this is boring; 

 the other team members are able to refl ect 
on the thoughts of the other students;

 greater variety of responses will result 
because teammates learn immediately that 
someone has come up with an idea that they 
might have been thinking of; and

 by hearing the responses said aloud students 
do not have to waste valuable brainstorming 
time by reading the previous ideas on the 
page.

• Students continue to pass around the paper until 
time expires or until a group runs out of answers. 
Team members are encouraged not to skip turns. 
However, if their thoughts are at a standstill, 
they are allowed to “Pass”.

Sample roundtable activity:  A political cartoon de-
picting a philosophical or satirical comment could be 

displayed.  One student draws or writes a reaction or 
explanation of what is being viewed and then passes 
the paper to other members of the team for them to 
write what they see in the visual.  

Roundtable is most effective when used in a carefully 
sequenced series of activities.  The brainstorming can 
reinforce ideas from the readings or can be used to 
set the stage for upcoming discussions.  The multiple 
answers encourage creativity and deeper thinking 
among the team members. 

Round Robin Brainstorming

Process:  

• The class is divided into small groups of 4 to 6 
students per group with one person appointed as 
the recorder.   The teacher poses a question with 
many possible answers and students are given 
time to think about answers.  

• After the “think time”, members of the team 
share responses with one another in round robin 
style.  The recorder writes down all the responses 
or reactions of the group members.  

• The person to the left of the recorder gives their 
response and the recorder writes it down.  This 
is similar to Roundtable except that one person 
records the responses.

• Each person in the group in order gives a re-
sponse until time expires. 

Sample roundtable activity:  A political cartoon 
depicting a philosophical or satirical comment could 
be displayed.  One student records the reactions or 
explanations by each group member of what is being 
viewed.

Sample roundtable activity:  Students could be asked 
to list the pros and cons that a particular practice has 
on society.
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Appendix E — Suggested Instructional Strategies 
(expanded)
Assigned Questions

• students are provided with a set of questions 
related to new or previously learned material 

• may be a component of problem solving 

• may be a component of critical thinking

• may be used for refl ection and self-evaluation

• may be an element of programmed instruction

• may be used in guided inquiry

• may be used as the starting point for cooperative 
group learning

• may be used to guide/direct learning, explora-
tion, experimentation, and/or observation

Authentic Experiences 

• are real life learning experiences that require care-
ful planning 

• factors such as safety, liability, weather, trans-
portation costs, time and availability have to be 
considered

• may include fi eld trips, school visitations by out-
side resource people, surveys, and fi eld observa-
tions 

Brainstorming

• a process of rapidly generating ideas or responses 

• all contributions are accepted without judgement 
or comment (this includes nods of agreement) 
and without editing the words of the contributor 
(this includes “you mean to say …, or this is the 
same as …)

• a means of extending boundaries and encourag-
ing creative ideas

• a means of quickly getting a wide range of ideas 
on a topic or issue

• can be used as a precursor to refi ning or catego-
rizing ideas/responses

• is intended to capitalize on the varied experi-
ences, knowledge, and ideas of the group

• can be playful with zany ideas encouraged and 
accepted

Concept Attainment

• students are provided with data about a par-
ticular concept generated by themselves or their 
teacher and are encouraged to classify or group 
the information and to give descriptive labels to 
their groupings.

• students link the examples to the labels through 
their own reasoning and form their own under-
standing of the concept.

• students participate actively in their own learn-
ing 

• students organize and manipulate information 

• students create new and expanded meaning of 
their information

Conferencing 

• occurs when teachers meet with individual or 
small groups of students to discuss learning tasks 
or concerns 

• encourages students to talk about their work in 
a non-threatening low-risk environment where 
points of view are shared and respected 

• allows for an open exchange of ideas between the 
teacher and the learner 

• teachers can guide students and provide feedback

• encourages students to refl ect on their learning, 
engage in self-assessment and make decisions on 
how to approach tasks
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• is an appropriate setting for encouraging inde-
pendence and promoting self-confi dence

Computer-Assisted Instruction

• an instructional mode which incorporates the 
computer into the lesson plan

• can include word processing, drill and practice, 
tutorial, problem solving, critical thinking, crea-
tivity, simulation

• may be an independent or cooperative small 
group learning 

• may be appropriate for individualizing instruc-
tion

• fosters active involvement 

• allows for independent and collaborative deci-
sion making

• appropriate for programmed instruction

Cooperative Small Group Learning 

• an approach to organizing classroom activity so 
that students can work collaboratively and build 
on one another’s strengths and ideas

• group members share clearly defi ned roles and 
are interdependent in achieving the main goal

• students learn the importance of respecting indi-
vidual views and maintaining group harmony 

• students must be working towards a common 
goal

• success at achieving the goal depends on the 
individual learning of all group members

• the teacher’s role is primarily that of facilitator 
in guiding students as social groups and learning 
teams as they engage in activities such as identi-
fying problems, generating solutions and practic-
ing skills

• successful use of this method requires profes-
sional development and practice

Demonstrations

• can provide verbal and non-verbal information, 
techniques and procedures 

• can illustrate the end product of a process

• can provide a model for reproducing a procedure 
or creating a product

• can involve the collection and organization of 
materials

• allow students to receive information through 
tactile and visual means 

Explicit Teaching 

• direct telling 

• making statements 

• giving information or directions

• explaining procedures 

• is largely teacher-centred 

• can be large group or small group 

• can be used to motivate the learner

• may stimulate refl ection

• can challenge the imagination 

• may develop curiosity and a sense of inquiry

• may include teacher talk;  lecture approach;  
mini-lessons;  instruction giving

Field Trips 

• involve teaching/learning activities at a site other 
than the classroom

• involve activities that are appropriate for learning 
outcomes

• require careful planning in order to make the 
link to learning outcomes 

• should spark student interest, discussion, ques-
tioning,

• may provide “hands on” experience
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• may involve application of previous knowledge 
or acquisition of new knowledge

• should involve follow up such as reports, discus-
sions, and/or evaluation

• refl ect the real world and put learning in the 
context of the community

• broaden the student’s view

Guided Practice

• can be individual, student centred and needs 
based

• may be small group 

• used to monitor student performance and prac-
tices (e.g., signs of respect, appropriate behav-
iour)

Inquiry

• elements of inquiry include thinking, refl ect-
ing, developing relevant questions and planning 
appropriate strategies for generating answers and 
explanations

• allows students to experience and acquire proc-
esses through which they can gather informa-
tion about the world in a variety of ways from a 
variety of sources. 

• allows for a high level of interaction among 
the learner, teacher, the area of study, available 
resources and the learning environment

• allows students to act upon their curiosity and 
interests

• encourages students to formulate questions and 
analyse situations/problems/information 

• calls upon prior learning 

• encourages hypothesis development and testing 
(new questions and hypotheses often emerge as 
the inquiry continues)

• students make inferences and propose solutions 

• students realize that there is often more than one 
answer to a question;  more than one solution to 
a problem. 

Interviewing

• involves individuals, pairs or small groups col-
lecting information from peers, younger stu-
dents, older students, and adults

• involves focused thought and active thinking to 
develop questions and explore ideas

• requires interpersonal and listening skills;  the 
student must listen respectfully, react to, and 
interpret the views and experiences of others

• uses language to articulate and clarify one’s 
thoughts, feelings, and ideas

• allows exchange of ideas, increased understand-
ing and new awareness of a previous knowledge

• involves follow up activities

Learning Contracts 

• teacher may initially provide terms and condi-
tions, identify resources and set basic timelines

• the student, parents and other professionals may 
be involved in designing the contract (such as 
expectations, conditions, evaluation criteria, time 
frame, consequences) 

• provide a method of individualizing instruction 

• can be designed so that students operate at the 
academic level and the pace most suited for them

• can help students make reasoned choices, be-
come increasingly independent learners and take 
responsibility for their own learning

• must be age and situation appropriate
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Personal or Self-refl ection/Journaling

• allows individuals to think about their level of 
knowledge, their beliefs and values

• facilitates personal goal setting and planning

• supports privacy

• respects the personal quality and uniqueness of 
the individual

• allows students to refl ect on what they have 
learned or are about to learn

• allows students to pose questions and react to 
learning experiences

Problem Solving

• application of knowledge, skills, ideas, resources 
and processes to generate one or many solutions 
to a problem 

• may follow the scientifi c method 

• can be a practical skill 

• may include strategies such as trial and error, 
brainstorming, What if/I suppose, attribute 
listing, forced relationships, idea check list and 
imaging

Projects 

• teachers should provide examples of any projects 
required and clearly discuss all guidelines

• include assigned tasks that provide an oppor-
tunity for all learners to consolidate/synthesize 
learning from a number of disciplines or experi-
ences

• usually involves learners, alone or in small 
groups, working on a task for an extended time 
period (the actual time frame may depend to 
some degree on the ages of the learners in-
volved), usually to produce a tangible product 
such as a model, a demonstration, a report or a 
presentation

• may be used to relate knowledge to their own 
experiences and/or to the broader community 

• may involve research

• usually involves extending/enriching/reinforcing 
learning 

• should be focused (e.g., subject matter concept, 
interdisciplinary theme, action projects) 

• should include clearly defi ned task descriptions 
such as:  interview, compare opinions, make a 
model, fi nd contrasting views on, create a dra-
matic presentation

• should include a criteria for planning and evalu-
ation 

• students should clearly understand the require-
ments of the project

• should include clear time lines, and ongoing 
progress reports

Questioning

• can be used to diagnose recall and comprehen-
sion skills

• can be convergent and/or factual

• may draw on prior learning experience 

• can determine the extent to which lesson out-
comes are being achieved 

• provides practice 

• aids retention of information or processes 

• stimulates thinking

• encourages expression

• can be empirical

• can be conceptual
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Role Play

• is the spontaneous or practiced response to a 
given situation or theme where the learner at-
tempts to speak, feel, behave like the character 
they portray

• is designed to illustrate situations in which the 
behaviour of individuals is the critical factor

• can be part of a game or simulation activity

• is an approach to addressing interpersonal prob-
lems and practicing social and communication 
skills

• allows for high level of student engagement 

• promotes independent and self-determined 
behaviour

• promotes increased understanding of the views, 
positions and feelings of others

• facilitates attitudinal and behavioral change

• encourages cooperation and sharing 

• can be used to resolve decision-making dilem-
mas, resolve confl ict, determine appropriate 
behavioral responses

• teachers must defi ne the problem situation and 
problem clearly as well as give very clear instruc-
tions

Simulation 

• allows for types of experiments/activities that 
cannot take place in the real environment

• an artifi cial problem situation or event is present-
ed which represents some aspect of reality

• removes risk and reduces safety considerations

• the level of complexity is purposefully reduced so 
that students may become directly involved with 
underlying concepts

• may involve the use of models, game formats, 
structured role play or an interactive video or 
computer program
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Appendix F — Imagine Canada Factsheet



According to the 2003 National 
Survey of Nonprofit and Voluntary 
Organizations (NSNVO), there are 
approximately 161,000 nonprofit and 
voluntary organizations in Canada. 
Collectively, these organizations 
report annual revenues of $112 billion 
and employ over 2 million people. 
When Hospitals, Universities and 
Colleges are excluded, the sector 
has $75 billion in annual revenues 
and 1.3 million employees.

Canada’s nonprofit and voluntary 
organizations report a total volunteer 
complement of 19 million people. 
These volunteers collectively con-
tribute more than 2 billion hours of 
volunteer time per year, which is the 
equivalent of approximately 1 million 
full-time jobs. Organizations also 
report some 139 million member-
ships, an average of approximately 
4 memberships per Canadian.

Activity Area

Sports and Recreation organiza-
tions are the most common type of 
organization in Canada, accounting 
for 21% of all organizations. Religious 
organizations are the next most com-
mon at 19%. Other common types are 
Social Services (12%), Grantmaking, 
Fundraising and Voluntarism Promo-
tion (10%), and Arts and Culture (9%). 
Although Hospitals, Universities 

and Colleges account for less than 
1% of organizations, they account for 
one-third (33%) of total revenues.

Revenue Size

Most revenues are concentrated 
among a comparatively small number 
of very large organizations. Although 
just 1% of organizations report an-
nual revenues of $10 million or more, 
these organizations account for well 
over half (59%) of total revenues in 
the sector. In contrast, the 42% of 
organizations with annual revenues 
less than $30,000 collectively ac-
count for just 1% of total revenues. 

Revenue Sources

Revenues from government account 
for 49% of total revenues reported by 

Canada’s nonprofit and voluntary or-
ganizations. Just over one third (35%) 
of total revenues comes from earned 
income, 13% comes from gi s and 
donations, and the balance (3%) comes 
from other sources. When Hospitals, 
Universities and Colleges are exclud-
ed, this picture changes considerably. 
In this scenario, 36% of revenues 
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Appendix G — Guess the Country

The purpose of this small group activity is to challenge students to recognize assumptions about other cul-
tures.  The purpose is not to berate or belittle assumptions but simply to recognize that assumptions and pre-
conceived ideas about “other” exists.

Process:

1. Divide the class into small groups.  

2. Half of the groups receive clue card A; the other half receive clue card B.  Both halves are discussing clues 
associated with India but clue card A discusses clues that refl ect aspects linked to Western nations (Cana-
da, US, Europe) and clue card B discusses clues that refl ect non- Western aspects.

3. Provide a set amount of time for the groups to discuss their clues and decide on a fi nal response to “What 
country is being described?”

4. Reassemble students in a large group setting and ask a representative from each group to explain the 
group's choice.  List the group's responses for the class.

5. Reveal the answer, that both lists describe the same country: India.  Debrief the activity using the follow-
ing questions (suggested):

• Why was India hard to see?

• Where do we get our ideas about other countries?  Students may respond with TV (media), 
fi lms or movies, racisim, music industry, peers, geography, etc.

• Is there an ideal response to this issue?  What might it be?

• How can we gain a global perspective which is not ethnocentric?  Students may suggest reading 
world literature, creating email connections with classes around the world, taking part in inter-
national projects, reading newspapers from other places, watching foreign (usually subtitled) 
fi lms, etc.
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COUNTRY A

Guess the country associated with the clues listed below.

• stong entertainment industry

• thriving computer industry

• rail system links all major centres and cities

• consitutional democaracy with an assembly of elected representatives

• well developed trouism industry

• fourth in the world in the number of universities

• extensive cell phone network throughout the country

COUNTRY B

Guess the country associated with the clues listed below.

• most of the population dependent on rice

• majority of people are rural

• huge slums in major cities

• problems of fl ooding, but also drought

• religious violence sometimes spoils the multicultural society

• 845 of the world’s 4,400 languages are spoken in this country

• has a sacred river which attracts thousands of tourists every year
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